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Divisional Directors
Humanities – Rajeev Patke
Sciences – Stephen Pointing
Social Sciences – Terry Nardin

Humanities Division – Heads of Studies
Arts and Humanities – Maria Taroutina
History – Emanuel Mayer
Literature – Geoff Baker
Philosophy – Neil Mehta

Social Sciences Division – Heads of Studies
Anthropology – Zachary Howlett
Economics – Eugene Choo
Environmental Studies – Brian McAdoo
Global Affairs – Anju Paul
Philosophy, Politics and Economics – John Drifill
Psychology – Keng Shian Ling
Urban Studies – Jane Jacobs

Sciences Division – Heads of Studies
Life Sciences – Khoo Hoon Eng
Mathematical, Computational and Statistical Sciences – Maria De Iorio
Physical Sciences – Ng Hui Khoon

Law (DDP) – Lynette Chua

Advisors for Independent Minors
Chinese Studies – Scott Cook
Global Antiquities – Steven Green

Deputy Director of Language Studies
Eduardo Lage-Otero

Historical Immersion Facilitator
Claudine Ang

Common Curriculum Facilitators
YCC1111 Literature and Humanities 1 – Steven Green
YCC1113 Philosophy and Political Thought 1 – Matthew Walker
YCC1121 Comparative Social Inquiry – Michael Maniates
YCC1122 Quantitative Reasoning – Tim Wertz
YCC2121 Modern Social Thought – Christina Tarnopolsky
YCC2137 Scientific Inquiry 2 – Maurice Cheung